TOMORROW’S
SECURITY,
DELIVERED
TODAY
Protection Service for Business

TOMORROW’S SECURITY,
DELIVERED TODAY.
Cyber security never stops. New attackers, tactics, and
threats emerge every day. Hackers will never stop discovering
and deploying new ways to breach your defenses.
It means you can’t afford to slow down either – you don’t want to
be an easy target. This is what makes cyber security so endlessly
interesting and ruthlessly challenging all at once.
We are driven by that challenge.
F-Secure works tirelessly to stay one step ahead of the opposition.
We know cyber security – and we are relentless.
Don’t just take our word for it. In recognition of our success, we
have won the prestigious ‘Best Protection’ award from AV-Test
multiple years in a row. It is just one of the many proof points
demonstrating that we deliver the best possible security now and
in the future.
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CONFIDENCE THROUGH SECURITY
Protection Service for Business is the best, most comprehensive
endpoint protection package on the market, designed from the
ground up to solve your challenging business security needs.

Protection Service for Business is the only unified multi-endpoint
security solution that comes with integrated Patch Management,
Mobile Device Management, and a Password Manager.

It protects all your endpoints, from Windows and Mac to mobile
devices, against threats like ransomware, data breaches and
0-day attacks, without requiring significant maintenance or
management overhead.

We are proven to provide superior and more consistent protection
than our competitors, as verified by independent security experts.
Thanks to our pioneering security technologies, such as real-time
threat intelligence and advanced machine learning algorithms, we
are always one step ahead of the attackers.
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Computer Protection

Management Portal

Powerful, layered, award-winning
security for Windows & Mac computers.

Protect against malware and data loss on
iOS and Android mobile devices.

Deploy, manage, and monitor everything
through a single cloud-based console.

• AV-TEST Best Protection, 2010-2014 and 2016

• Protects devices against malware
and phishing

• Integrated mobile device management

• Prevents data loss via stolen devices
and Wi-Fi snooping

• Integrated password manager

• Includes patch management for
Windows computers
• Uses advanced behavioral and
heuristic analysis
• Leverages artificial intelligence and
machine learning

Password Protection

• Includes Mobile Device Management
• Third-party MDM support available

Protect your mission-critical communication, collaboration and data storage.

• Minimizes reused and weak passwords
in the workplace

• Multi-platform server security

• Generates strong and unique passwords
with one click
• All passwords are encrypted and stored locally

• Integrated patch management
• No server hardware required
• Full integration readiness for third-party
management tools

Server Security

Prevents data breaches and attacks
leveraging weak or reused passwords.

• Securely stores and manages all passwords,
log-in credentials, etc. in one place
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Freedome for Business

• Advanced behavioral analysis and
heuristic analysis
• Fully integrated patch management
• Additional SharePoint & Exchange
components

For a free trial
go to
www.f-secure.com/PSB

GET MORE. DO LESS.

Better protection

Easy set-up

Less overhead

Get the best endpoint security solution
on the market. Merging your endpoint
security into one unified package nets
you better, broader, and more costefficient protection.

Cloud-based management, scalable
deployment, and automatic
removal of old security software
makes deployment painless. AVComparatives found our endpoint
installation “no more complicated
than installing iTunes.”

Save time and money with simplified
security management, automatic client
and database updates, and automated
patch management.

“We were looking for a holistic and simple
approach to endpoint security and patch
management and F-Secure came out not
only the most cost-effective, but had the
best pre-sales experience by far…”
Andrew Williams, Infrastructure Engineer,
Myers Group

“It’s click and go! Easy to use and was
pretty quick to install…”
Mark Short, Senior Technologist,
Howarth Litchfield

“We’re really pleased with F-Secure’s
PSB… the online management portal
is great – I can see and manage
everything in one place.”
Andrew Garton, Systems Administrator,
Spaldings UK
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TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY
No servers needed
No need to invest in server hardware, software, or maintenance –
all you need to manage your endpoint security is a browser.

No need for IT security expertise
Designed to work without IT security expertise for cost efficient
administration, freeing security experts and administrators to
focus on more challenging and valuable tasks.

Seamless SIEM/RMM installation
Can be used as part of a larger security ecosystem, managed via a
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution or
Remote Monitoring and Management (RMM).

Superior Protection
As the only cyber security vendor to win the ‘Best Protection’
award from AV-Test five times since 2011, we can be trusted to
deliver the best security, now and in the future.

Pioneering Technologies
Build on multiple complementary layers of pioneering security
technologies, including heuristic analysis, advanced machine
learning, and real-time threat intelligence.
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BEST ENDPOINT PROTECTION
In cyber security, consistent results are a sure sign of success.
You need solutions from an experienced vendor that you can
trust to protect your business for many years, not just today.
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F-Secure
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Symantec
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Kaspersky

F-Secure is the only vendor to have won the prestigious ‘Best
Protection’ award from AV-Test five times since its inception in
2011. This proven consistency is your guarantee that we deliver the
best possible security, now and in the future.

Trend Micro
McAfee

Panda
Microsoft

“To pass every certification test in 2016 with nearly 100%
protection is an excellent achievement. We are rewarding this
achievement with the Best Protection 2016 award.”
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Maik Morgenstern, CTO, AV-TEST
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ABOUT F-SECURE
Nobody knows cyber security like F-Secure. For three decades, F-Secure has
driven innovations in cyber security, defending tens of thousands of companies
and millions of people. With unsurpassed experience in endpoint protection
as well as detection and response, F-Secure shields enterprises and consumers
against everything from advanced cyber attacks and data breaches to widespread
ransomware infections. F-Secure’s sophisticated technology combines the power
of machine learning with the human expertise of its world-renowned security
labs for a singular approach called Live Security. F-Secure’s security experts have
participated in more European cyber crime scene investigations than any other
company in the market, and its products are sold all over the world by over 200
broadband and mobile operators and thousands of resellers.
Founded in 1988, F-Secure is listed on the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd.

www.f-secure.com
www.twitter.com/fsecure
www.facebook.com/f-secure

